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ABSTRACT 
Strong maps, the analogs for geometry of continuous functions in topology, are 
studied using a certain "lift" construction. It is shown that, in the category of geometries 
and strong maps, the ordered set of quotient objects of a given object satisfies the 
Jordan-Dedekind chain condition and, as a further application, a proof of a result 
due to Edmonds (4) is given (Theorem Ill below). 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, a geometry is a geometric lattice of finite length, that is, 
a (non-empty) lattice G which contains a finite maximal chain and which 
satisfies the condition : x ~ y if and only if there exists a point p of  G 
such thatxAp=0andxvp=y.  
Let G and H be geometries. A function cr f rom G into H is a strong map 
if and only if ~ is V-preserving and for each point p of G either pa  = OH 
or per is a point of  H. As a simple consequence we have: 
(1) I f  a is a strong map then x --<~ y imples xcr ~ ya. 
Geometries and strong maps form a category fr As a preliminary 
to the study of  f#s, the following lattice-theoretic remarks are helpful. 
I fa  : G ~ H is  a V-preserving function from a geometry G into a geometry 
H define the A-preserving function o ~ : H -+ G by y~r ~ V {x I xcr ~< y}; 
and if r :H  ~ G is a A-preserving function define the V-preserving 
function r ~ : G ~ H dually. In particular, if Q is a A-closed subset of G, 
define ~ ". G ~ Q to be "~ of the inclusion function i : Q ~ G. Then any 
V-preserving function a : G ~ H may be factorized as 
G ~ Ha "a _~ Gcr i_~ H, 
the isomorphism Ha '~ _~ Ga being the appropriate restriction of  a. 
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This suggests the following definitions: call a V-closed subset S of a 
geometry G a subgeometry of G if S is a geometry under the restriction 
of the order in G to S and each point of S is a point of G (so that i : S ~ G 
is a strong map); and call a A-closed subset Q of G a quotient of G if Q 
is a geometry under the restriction of the order in G to Q and for each 
point p of G either p ~< 0 o or p ~ some point of Q (so that ~ : G --+ Q 
is a strong map). In particular, if a is any element of G then G 9 a = 
{scG[s  ~<a} is a subgeometry of G and G/a={tEGla  <~t} is a 
quotient of G. 
(2) I f  er : G --~ H is a strong map then S = Gcr is a subgeometry of  H 
and Q = Her d is a quotient of G. 
PROOF: Since S is V-closed in H, S is a non-empty lattice with Vs = V~. 
Also S contains a finite maximal chain and the points of S are the points 
of H which are in S. Let x -<s Y. Then there is a point p of G such that 
per ~ x andper ~< y. Hence q = per is a point of S for which x As q = 0s 
and x Vs q = y. Conversely let x be in S and let q be a point of S such 
that q ~ x. Then x <~ x v/~ q and hence x <s  x Vs q. It follows that S 
is a subgeometry of H. Now Q is a A-closed subset of G and, since Q ~ S, 
Q is a geometry. Also for each point p of G, p~ = per~-i where ~ is the 
isomorphism ~ : Q ~ S, so that either p~ = 0 o or p~ is a point of Q. 
It follows that Q is a quotient of G. Q.E.D. 
Call a strong map an injection if it is 1-1 and a surjection if it is onto. 
COROLLARY. Every strong map be factorized as a surjection followed 
by an injection. 
This factorization is unique to within isomorphisms. A less obvious 
factorization of strong maps is given in Theorem II I  below. 
For any geometry G, it is easily seen that the ordered set of subobjects 
in f~8 of G and the ordered set of quotient objects in f~8 of G may be identi- 
fied with, respectively, the set 5a~(G) of subgeometries of G and the set ~,(G) 
of quotients of G, each ordered by inclusion. The structure of 5a~(G) is 
very simple--it is just that of the set of all subsets of the set of points of G. 
.~(G) is not so simple--for instance it is not even a lattice when A(G) 
exceeds 2. (Here A(G) denotes the rank of G; if x is an element of G 
we will write At(x) for A(G 9 x).) 
THE LIFT CONSTRUCTION 
Let Q be a quotient of a geometry G and write I ---- I(Q, G) for the set 
of elements x of G for which ~ : G ~ Q is 1-1 on G 9 x. It is clear that 0a 
is in I and that if x is I and y < x then y is in L 
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(3) For all x in G the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) x is in I; 
(ii) ;~o(x~) = he(x); 
(iii) y -~ x implies y~ "~o x~for all y in G. 
PROOF: By virtue of  (1), (i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii). Suppose 
that (i) fails and that y and z are distinct members of  G 9 x such that 
y~ : z~. Since ~ is V-preserving, we may assume that y < z and hence that 
y ~a z. Let w be a minimal complement of z in G 9 x. Then y vcw ~ 
zvaw:xand(y  vcw)~:y~ v ow~:z~v ow~:  (zvcw)~:x~,  
so that (iii) fails. Thus (iii) implies (i). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. 1~ = Q. 
PROOF: Let t be in Q and let x be a minimal element of G such that x~ ---- t. 
Then x satisfies (3) (iii) and hence x is in L Q.E.D. 
Now write L = L(Q, G) -~ O u I(O, G). 
THEOREM I. L is a quotient of G," if Q :;~ G then A(L) = A(Q) + 1. 
PROOF: It is clear that L is A-closed in G, so that L is a non-empty 
lattice with AL ---- Av.  Also L contains a finite maximal chain and the 
points of L are the points of G which are not ~ 0 o , together with 0 o 
itself if 0 o :~ 0c .  Note further that 0L ~- 06 and that, for all x, y in L, 
xvLy=xv~yi fxvoy is in landxvLy- -~(xv~y)~i fx  v~y is  
not in L 
Let x <:z, Y. We wish to find a point q of L such that q ~ x and q ~< y. 
I f  0 o ~ x and 0 o ~< y then we may take q ---- 0 o .  I f  not, then there is 
a point p of G such that p ~ 0 o , p ~ x, and p ~< y --  and we may then 
take q ---- p. 
Now let x be in L and let q be a point of L such that q ~ x. We wish 
to show that x "<~L X VL q. I f  X VC q is in I then q is a point of  G, so that 
x -<(6xvvqandhencex~Lxvzq .  I f  x v6 q is not in I and x is in I 
then x vL q ---- (x vG q)~ ---- x~ (for q a point of  G, the second equality 
follows from the equivalence of (i) and (ii) in (3); for q ----- 0 o it is obvious). 
It follows that x ~L  x VL q in this case also (for if x < y < x~ then 
y~ ---- x~ so that y is neither in Q nor in I). Suppose that x is not in L 
Then x is in Q and q must be a point of  G. By (1) we have x~ "<:o (x v~ q)~ 
and this is the same as x -<L X VL q, the only members of L greater than 
x being those in Q. 
We have now show.n that L is a geometry and since each point of  G 
is ~< some point of L, L is a quotient of  G. 
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To find A(L), let x be an element of I for which x~: = I (such elements 
exist by (3), Corollary). Then by the last parenthetical remark we have 
x ~L  1. It follows that A(L) = AL(x) + 1 = A~(x) + 1 = A(Q) + 1. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let Q1 and Q2 be quotients of G. Then Qz ~ Q2 if and 
only if Q1 ~ Q2 and A(Q2) = A(Q0 + 1. 
(The relations here between Q1 and Q2 refer to the order in ~(G) . )  
PROOF: I f  Q1 <~ Q2 then by Theorem I, Q1 ~ L(Qz, Q2) ~ Q~ and 
A(L(Q~, Q2)) = A(Q1) + 1. Hence L(Qz, Q~) ---- Q2 so that A(Q~) = 
A(Q1) + 1. The converse follows f rom the fact that if Qz < Q~ then 
A(Q0 < A(Q2). Q.E.D. 
As an immediate consequence of this corollary we have: 
THEOREM II. For each geometry G, ~s(G) satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind 
chain condition and the height of a quotient Q of G in ~s(G) is A(Q). 
A FACTORIZATION THEOREM FOR STRONG MAPS 
Define the kernel, ker e, of  a strong map cr : G ~ H to be the element 
OH ~'~ of G and call a a contraction if it is a surjection, 1-1 on G/ker or. 
In particular, if a is any element of G, then ~ : G --+ G/a is a contraction. 
THEOREM II I .  Every strong map be factor&ed as an injection followed 
by a contraction. 
In Proving this it is convenient, given a surjection G -+ H, to define the 
quotients Li(G ~ H), i = 0, 1, 2, - - - - ,  of  G by: L~ --+ H) = Her ~, 
Li+I(G ~ H) ~ L(Li(G, H), G). Then Ln(G ~ t l )  = G for n = )~(G) --  A(H) 
and G --+ H may be factorized as: 
G = L"(G -+ 1t) -+ L'~-a(G --+ 14-) --+ - -  --+ LI(G ~ H)  .--+ L~ --+ H)~---H. 
(4) Suppose that in the commutative diagram (a): 
A ~-B 
C ~D 
of f#s , the horizontal maps are surjections and the vertical maps areinjections. 
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Then there is an injection from L = LI(A --+ B) into M = U(C  --~ D) 
which may be inserted into (a) so that the resulting diagram: 
A >L  >-B  
C ~M ~D 
commutes. 
PROOF: We may without loss of  generality regard A as a subgeometry 
of  C, D as a quotient of C, and B both as a subgeometry of  D and as a 
quotient of  A. Conversely, any such situation gives rise to a commutative 
diagram (a)- - to see this it is sufficient, on account of  the V-preserving 
property of  strong maps, to verify only that the diagram commutes on 
points, and this is straightforward. It follows that (4) will be obtained 
if we show that L is a subgeometry of  M. Write I - - - - I (B ,A)  and 
J = I(D, C). Then clearly I_C J and hence L C M. Also 0L ---- 0A = 0B = 0M 
and0c  = 01). Let x and y be in L. I f x  v A y is in I then x V L y ---- X ray  
is in I and hence x VL y is in M. I f  x vAy  is not in ! then x VL y is the 
image of x v A y under the map A -+ B, and this is the same as the image 
o fx  vB y under the map C--~ D. Hence x VL y is in M in this case also. 
It follows that L is a V-closed subset of  M. Since clearly every point of L 
is a point of  M, L is a subgeometry of  M. Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF THEOREM II I :  Consider first a surjection G --~ H. Let 
)t(G) --  )~(H) ---- n and let E be any geometry of rank n. Form (in fr 
the sum G § E --~ H of G -~ H and E -+ O -~ H (sums in ~s are obtained 
by taking lattice products and the obvious maps; O is the zero object of fr 
Write L~(G -k E --+ H) ~- L and note that Ln(G-+ H) = G. Applying 
(4) n times to the diagram: 
G ~'-H 
I 1 
G +E ~"-H 
where G -+ G + E is the natural injection of  G into the sum G + E and 
H --~ H is the identity on H, we deduce that G ~ L ~ G ~ G + E --+ L 
is an injection; likewise fo r  E ~ L = E --~G + E ~ L. This latter 
fact shows that if a is the image of 1E under E ~ L then )~L(a) = n. Now 
the image of a under L ~ H is OH and we can therefore factorize L --~ H 
as L e_~ L/a -+ H, L/a ~ H being the restriction of L --~ H to L/a. Since 
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,~(L/a) = A(L ) -  n = A(H) by Theorem I, we must have L/a ~---1t, 
and L -+ H is a contraction. Thus G --* H = G -+ L --+ H is an injection 
followed by a contraction. 
To deal with the case of a strong map G -+ H which is not a surjection, 
consider the sum G q- H --* H of G -+ H and the identity H--+ H. This is a 
surjection and by what has already been proved we can express it as an 
injection followed by a contraction, say G + H- -~ H = G q- H--*  L --~ H. 
It follows that G -+ H = G --~ G -k H -+ L --+ H, where G -+ G q- H is 
the natural injection, is also an injection followed by a contraction. Q.E.D. 
REMARKS 
1. To reconcile the present notions with those of [5], we shall call 
a function a from a geometry G into a geometry H a weak map if, for 
all elements x of G, 
(i) xa= V{p~[papo in to fG .x} ,  
(ii) A(xr ~< A(x). 
I f  xr ---- 0,t for x = 0~ only, let us say that a is non-singular. Then the 
maps of [5], so far as finite rank geometries are concerned, are the same 
as the non-singular weak maps. Geometries and weak maps form a 
category ~w,  provided that we define the product of two weak maps 
: G --* H and r : H- -+ K, not by ordinary composit ion as we may 
(and do) in the case of strong maps, but rather by the equation x(ar) = 
V {(p~)r t P a point of G 9 x}. 
Every strong map is evidently also a weak map. I f  Q is a quotient of a 
geometry G then I(Q, G) coincides with the set Jf~(~:) = of~(~:) of [5], 
where ~: = ~: : G--~ Q. 
2. Crapo [3] has independently set up a theory of strong maps, 
equivalent o that given here. I am grateful to him for many helpful 
discussions which have considerably influenced the present paper. 
3. Quotients and thus strong maps are closely related to the linear 
representations of Bruck and Bose [1]. Indeed, if Z is a Desarguesian 
projective geometry, then the presentations 
= ~(z,  %,  <e,) 
which satisfy the lattice axiom (4) of [1] and the condition: each point of 27 
is contained in some member of c~,  are, with the appropriate 0, and 1, 
added, precisely the same as the rank 3 projective quotients of  27. For  
such presentations, the axioms (N1), (NI ' ) ,  and (N2') of  [1] necessarily 
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hold; (N2) and the completion axioms (5) and (6) are each equivalent o 
the condition that the strong map ~: : 27 --+ ~r be non-singular (see 1 above); 
and the condition that each member of (Y~ be a point of 27 is equivalent 
to the condition that ~ : 27 --+ ~r be monic in Ns (a strong map cr : G ~ H 
is monic in fgs if and only if it is 1-1 on the points-and-0 of G.) 
4. The injections and contractions defined here correspond respectively 
to the reductions and contractions of Tutte [6]. 
5. I would like to express my thanks to Jack Edmonds for his generosity 
in communicating Theorem I I I  to me and for several valuable remarks 
concerning an earlier version of  this paper. 
6. The particular case of  Theorem I I I  in which G -+ H is a surjection 
with A(G) = A(H) § 1 may be regarded as a portion ([2], p. 59) of  Crapo's 
theorem on single-element extensions of matroids, the modular cuts 
C =/= 4, G of  G Corresponding to the quotients Q of G with h(Q) = ,~(G) - -  1 
via the relation G -- C ---- I (Q,  G). 
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